
LESSON 8: What happened as the skin on top of the foot healed?
PREVIOUS LESSON This lesson is the end of the first lesson set. We developed a Gotta-Have-It Checklist to highlight the key ideas that we figured out in Lessons 1–6. Students took

an individual assessment where they planned and carried out an investigation to determine if a mysterious object is similar to humans based on its microscopic
structures. They used this data to argue from evidence that other living things are similar to humans because they are made of cells.

THIS LESSON

PROBLEMATIZING, INVESTIGATION

1 day

We revisit the timeline and Driving Question Board to connect what questions or parts of the timeline we have
answered, such as what the foot is made of and how these parts work together to help it function. We revise our
definition of healing to include that healing must involve filling in the gaps in the injury with cells but we do not
know how. We observe a time-lapse video of a skin wound healing to help gather more information about what
must be happening in the healing process. We revise our model to specifically focus on and predict what must
be happening with cells for skin to heal.

NEXT LESSON We will analyze videos and images of cells growing and splitting in different organisms. Observing this process at different spatial and time scales will help us
figure out how our body fills a gap at the site of an injury.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS1-1, MS-LS1-2, MS-LS1-3*,
MS-LS1-8*

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Develop a model to predict how the interacting systems and subsystems of groups of skin cells work together to form or repair new tissues and
organs.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

New skin (which is made of cells) forms as the site of the injury as the wound gets smaller and smaller.



Lesson 8 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 10 min NAVIGATION
Revisit the Driving Question Board and Healing Timeline to re-anchor where
we are going based on our questions and what we have figured out so far.

A-D DQB Questions or Parts of Questions We Have Answered, sticky note, marker,
Healing Timeline, Parts of the Body poster, DQB, Questions we Have
Answered poster

2 8 min REVISE OUR DEFINITION OF HEALING
Revise our definition of biological healing based on what we have figured out
about the structure and function of body parts within systems inside the body.

E Word Wall (or What is Healing poster)

3 12 min OBSERVE A TIME-LAPSE VIDEO OF SKIN HEALING
Observe a time-lapse video of a wound healing after a bike crash. Record
noticing and wonderings about the healing process.

F-G Time-Lapse Video of Skin Healing Observations, tape,
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing

4 15 min REVISE OUR MODEL OF SKIN HEALING
Individually model and share what we predict happens to skin cells as they
close the gap at the site of the injury.

H-I Skin Healing Predictive Model, pencil/pen, chart paper, markers

End of day 1



Lesson 8 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
DQB Questions or Parts of Questions We Have Answered
sticky note
marker
Time-Lapse Video of Skin Healing Observations
Skin Healing Predictive Model

tape
pencil/pen

Healing Timeline
Parts of the Body poster
DQB
Questions we Have Answered poster
Word Wall (or What is Healing poster)
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing
chart paper
markers

Materials preparation (10 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Gather materials for the DQB: sticky notes, markers, strips of paper for students to attach answers to questions that can be removed from the DQB.

Test the Knee-Scrape Time-Lapse video at https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing .

Create the posters with titles: Mini Timeline of Skin Healing and Predictive Skin Healing Model.

Be sure you have materials (e.g., blank piece of paper, sticky note, or note card) to revise the definition of healing on the Word Wall. Do not post the revised definition of healing until your class
has developed a shared understanding.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing


Lesson 8 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

This lesson is a re-anchor to the initial healing phenomenon of the foot from Lesson 1 with the lenses we have developed throughout the unit, to think about not only the body as a system
with system interacting subsystems, but also how to look at those large scale systems at a cellular level to determine structure and function. This lesson motivates us to look deeper at healing
and conduct future investigations to figure out how biological healing works at a cellular level. This will be spread out over the next four lessons, and then the pieces will be put together to fully
revise students’ foot healing model in Lesson 12.

Where We Are NOT Going

In this lesson, students are observing healing at the visible level with just our eyes to predict what would be happening at the cellular level. We will investigate how cells make more cells at a
cellular level during the next lesson.



10 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 8
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook, DQB Questions or Parts of Questions We Have Answered, sticky note, marker, Healing Timeline, Parts of the Body poster, DQB, Questions we Have Answered
poster

Take stock of questions we’ve answered from the Driving Question Board. Have students relocate into a Scientists Circle around the Driving
Question Board (DQB) and Healing Timeline. Display slide A to take stock of questions answered. Make sure students bring DQB Questions or
Parts of Questions We Have Answered and their science notebooks. Say, Let’s take stock of what we have figured out and what we still want to
know about how living things heal.✱

Share out questions and students’ responses to the DQB questions. Display slide B. As students share their responses, have the class
decide whether the question was fully answered, partially answered, or still needs more work. If the question was fully answered, move the
sticky note to a new poster near the DQB labeled “Questions we have answered.” If the question was partially answered, put a check mark on
the question to keep track of questions we are making progress toward but are not fully answered yet, however, leave it on the DQB. When
time allows, either this day or another day, have students work in groups to document answers to these questions on 5x8 index cards or 6x8
sticky notes, similar to what they did in Lesson 5.

Students will realize that we have answered a lot of questions about the foot, what it is made of, and how it functions. However, we are
missing ideas about the healing process and other living things. Say, Are there any new questions that you have about the healing process in
humans or other living things?

Student questions may include the following:
Are there special cells whose job is to help the body heal?
How different are the new cells from the cells that they are replacing?
Since there are different types of cells, do skin, muscles, and bone all heal the same way?
What parts of the body are involved in the healing process, and how do they work together?
Does the job of a cell change during the healing process?
How does the healing process start?
How do we know that the healing process has ended?

Generate new questions for the DQB. Display slide C and have students write down new questions they are now thinking about. Students
should write down one or two questions on sticky notes with large, bold writing so that everyone can see. Remind students to write only one
question per sticky note. Ask students to briefly share their questions with a partner.

Review these steps for forming the DQB. Display slide D.
The first student comes up to the DQB with their sticky note, faces the class, and remains standing. The student reads their
question off the note and then posts it on the DQB near the section of the consensus model or related phenomena it is most
related to. (Note: If the model is off to the side, students can post their notes in a new space on the board.)
The students who are listening should raise their hands if they have a question that relates to the question that was just read aloud.
The first student selects the next student whose hand is raised.
The second student reads his or her question and says what other question on the board it relates to and why or how. Then the
student places his or her question near the question it most relates to and selects the next student. This process continues until
everyone has had a chance to post a question.

Organize questions into groups. As students share, questions will naturally start clustering into similar parts of the model or similar types of
questions. Once students have completed their sharing, ask them to identify the categories of questions and help them organize them into
clusters by giving them a related umbrella question or category label.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ASKING QUESTIONS
AND DEFINING PROBLEMS

Revisiting the DQB helps students track the
class’ progress toward answering questions
that were important to them. This helps
build and sustain student buy-in, keeps
learning relevant to students, and can
generate new questions that may continue
to motivate new directions to pursue.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

How does what we’ve figured out about healing in our timeline connect
to questions on the Driving Question Board?

We wanted to know what skin, bone, and muscle were made of and
what kept them from functioning in the injured foot.

We know that there are skin cells, muscle cells, and bone cells--they
are all different.

We know that the shape of a cell is related to the function that it does
in the body.

We know that cells form tissues, and these tissues (skin, muscle and
bones) work together to help the body to function.

When we break or injure body parts, there were gaps that caused the
body part to lose its overall function. From Lesson 2, the function of
the muscles in the chicken wing was not the same after the injury.

We know there are parts of the healing timeline we don’t know much
about, like what happened with the skin right after it was cut or what
happened to the bone in between x-rays.

Where do we still have questions? We want to know how the systems of the body work to heal the site of
the injury where there were gaps in bone, skin, and muscle. We need to
rethink how those gaps are filled.

We still don’t really know what happened when his foot went from
injured to healed.

We don’t know how the parts reconnected so he could walk again.

Summarize topics of new questions. Say, We really have many questions about how cells are involved in the healing process and if plants,
animals, and other things are made of cells and can heal as well.



8 min2 · REVISE OUR DEFINITION OF HEALING
MATERIALS: science notebook, Word Wall (or What is Healing poster)

Revise our current definition of the biological basis of healing. Display slide E. Walk over to the Word Wall or What is Healing poster. Say,
Now that we have figured out more about the structures and systems in the foot and body, it sounds like we may need to update our biological
definition of healing with some new information.

Have students stop and jot in their notebooks about what they think it means to heal biologically using what they have figured out about
cells and the structure and function of body parts within systems in the human body with the prompt: I used to think healing was… Now I
think healing is…

After 2 minutes, bring the class together and share out their ideas for revising our definition of healing.
Suggested prompt Sample student response

What did we used to think “healed” meant? From the Lesson 1 Word Wall: Healing is the process that happens
when your body is trying to put itself back together. That process may
require assistance from medicine or technology.

How might we use what we’ve learned about cells and how parts of the
body function to add to our definition of healing?

We know the healed parts of the body are made of cells, but when
there is an injury, there is a gap in the body part that needs to be
healed. So maybe healing means something about these parts of the
body being connected again by cells.

Since we know that there are different structures inside the body, we
will need to fix those specific parts, like the bone, skin, and muscle.
Since those parts are made of cells, we need to figure out more about
what is happening to the cells.

What we still need to figure out about healing? We still don’t really know about how the body part heals BUT we
know that there are skin cells after the wound is healed. We think that
healed bone must be made of new bone cells and healed muscles
must be made of muscle cells. But we don’t know how we get that new
skin, bone, muscle, bone.

Add a revised definition of “healing” your Word Wall or the What is Healing
poster. Your revision might be something like “when the injured part of the body
has new cells (such as skin, bone, or muscle) filling the gap that was there before.”
Say, Great, let’s add our new definition of healing to our Word Wall or What is Healing
poster.



12 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

So, since we think we still need to know more about healing, let’s look
back at our timeline of the foot. What parts of the timeline are
important for the foot healing?

We know he got his stitches out so the skin on his foot must have
healed.

We know he got the cast off so we think that the bone was healed.

It says he was able to do some exercises again so we think his muscles
have healed.

Do we always need things like casts and stitches for the body to heal?
Explain.

No, sometimes the body can heal itself, but maybe stitches or cast
help it heal faster or in a certain way.

Maybe for injuries that aren’t as bad, injuries can heal themselves.

How might we be able to observe the body healing itself? We could see the bone on x-ray at different points in time.

We could look at a lesser injury to the skin because that is what
healed first and we can see it from the outside.

Maybe we can look at time-lapse video.

Say, It sounds like looking more closely at what is happening as the skin healed over time would be a good place to start because it was the first place
we saw healing and it is easy to observe.

3 · OBSERVE A TIME-LAPSE VIDEO OF SKIN HEALING
MATERIALS: science notebook, Time-Lapse Video of Skin Healing Observations, tape, https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing

Watch a time-lapse video of skin healing after a bike crash. Display slide F. Say, Okay, let’s see if we can figure out what happens when skin
heals over time after an injury, without the help of stitches or something else outside the body. We will do this by looking at a time-lapse video of a
surface level scrape to the skin and then see if what we figure out can help us explain what happened to the foot injury.

Distribute Time-Lapse Video of Skin Healing Observations to each student. Show the Knee-Scrape Time-Lapse video at https://www.teacherso
pensciedfieldtest.org/healing twice. During the first playing, have students watch the video without recording any information. Then have
students watch and record “What I can see with my eyes” for each timepoint. Ask students if there are any parts of the video they need to
see again. Have students individually complete the last row for each timepoint: “What I think might be happening at the microscopic scale.” If
time permits, ask students to share ideas with their small group.

Share notice and wonders from the skin healing process. Display slide G. Ask students to share what they noticed and wondered about as
they watched the Knee-Scrape Time-Lapse video at https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing . As students share, create a mini
healing timeline on chart paper to document students’ ideas about what they see happening as the skin heals over time.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing


Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

What did you notice first as the skin healed? There was dark dried blood.

The skin was open.

There was bright blood.

It was red around the scrape.

Can you say more about ________?

What happened next in the process as the
skin healed?

The skin scabbed, but there was still a large
scrape area.

As time passed, the scab got smaller.

Why do you think that happened?

What happened towards the end of the skin
healing?

The scab was gone and skin covered the
scraped area.

Why do you think that was important in the
healing process?

What do you think was happening that was
not visible with our eyes during these time
periods?

What do you think was happening in-
between each image?

Accept all answers.

We don’t know!

Maybe there are new cells because there is
new skin.

Maybe cells came from somewhere else.

Why do you think that?

What have we investigated previously that
would support that idea?

What evidence was there in the video that
was happening?

Look back at our Parts of the Body poster.
Which body parts do we need to keep track
of when we think about how the foot healed?

CELLS: especially skin cells should be a part
of this since we know that skin is made up of
cells.

SKIN: Obviously we see new skin filling the
gaps.

BLOOD: We observed blood and then
noticed the dried blood on the wound falling
off.

NERVES: Although we may not have direct
evidence for this, having a scrape like this
hurts a lot, so the nerves might have some
role too.

We don’t have any evidence for muscle or
bones in this time-lapse video, but we think
they are important for explaining how the
foot healed.

Who can explain what ______ means when
they said ________?



15 min

Say, Now that we have a better idea of what is visibly happening with the skin as it heals, let’s see if we can capture our ideas for what we think is
happening with the cells as the skin heals.

Have students tape Time-Lapse Video of Skin Healing Observations onto a left-side page in their science notebooks. Later in the lesson, they
will tape Skin Healing Predictive Model opposite the handout in their science notebook.

4 · REVISE OUR MODEL OF SKIN HEALING
MATERIALS: science notebook, Skin Healing Predictive Model, pencil/pen, chart paper, markers

Individually develop a predictive model for what cells are doing to fill the gap from the wound. Display slide H. Say, Let’s see if we
can capture these ideas of what is happening with the cells as the skin heals on Skin Healing Predictive Model. Distribute Skin Healing

Predictive Model to each student. Give students 5 minutes to model how they think cells fill the gap in the wound with new skin.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 8.A Develop a model to describe the unobservable mechanisms of interacting systems and
subsystems of groups of skin cells that work together to form tissues and organs.

What to look for/listen for: This formative assessment has two purposes. 1.) As a predictive model to see what
students’ initial ideas are about how cells could fill-in a gap caused by an injury with skin cells. 2.) To see how
students are integrating what they figured out about the skin being made of cells. Students should draw many
cells when depicting the intact skin tissue. If students draw any blood or other cells, they should look different
(because they have a different function) from the skin cells.

What to do: Accept all responses. Push students to refer to their Progress Trackers, Healing Timeline, and what
they noticed in Time-Lapse Video of Skin Healing Observations to show what is happening to the skin cells in
their model. If students are stuck, ask them to first describe what they observed in Knee-Scrape Time-Lapse
video at https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing , and then explain what happened to the skin cells.

Students share their Skin Healing Predictive Model with their group. Display slide I. Tell students to use the directions on the slide to do a
modified talking stick protocol with their group.
Small Group Talking Stick Round 1:

Take your model with you and meet with the small group you are assigned to.
When given the start signal, pass around a pencil as a talking stick and taking turns, each person will use their models to explain
their answer to predict how the skin cells form new skin on the foot [1 minute per person].
As each person shares, think about how this compares with other models you’ve seen (including your own).

Small Group Talking Stick Round 2:
Pass the talking stick around again to have each person share at least one similarity, difference, or question you noted between the
models that were shared [1 minute per person].

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/healing


Facilitate an Initial Ideas Discussion about how cells fill the gap from an injury with new skin. Display slide J. Spend the remaining class
time discussing how to look closer at what is happening in the gap as the injury decreases in size and new skin fills the gap. During the
discussion, create a poster titled “Different Skin Healing Predictive Models”. Your poster might include some of the ideas seen in the example
on the following page.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do we know about what is happening as the skin heals? We know that the size of the injury decreased over time and that there
was skin where there was injury before. We know that there is skin at
the site of the injury and that skin is made of cells.

What don’t we know about what is happening as new skin develops in
the gap?

We don’t know how more skin was made.

What are the different ideas for how this healing works? Accept all responses.
The cells get bigger and fill in the gaps.
The second way is that we make more cells that fill in the gaps. (What
does this look like?)
Maybe the blood cells or other cells turn into the cells that I need.

How could we figure which of these ideas are correct? We need to zoom-in on what the cells are doing in the gap!

Could we use a microscope like when we looked at the bone, skin,
muscle, and blood?

Navigation. Say, I agree! Maybe next time we need to take a closer look to see what's happening with the cells in the gap.




